
Choosing the best available bibliographic records
• In a library system catalogers are charged with the important task of adding or creating 

bibliographic records so that patrons and staff can find items they are searching for 
quickly and efficiently.

• Due to ILS agreements the bibliographic records in a system's database are shared 
amongst system libraries and with ILS customers who use the same software.

• This means every record brought into or created for a catalog is a beneficial tool for 
patrons and library staff not only in a library’s home system but systems in other states 
and perhaps countries as well.

• Choosing a quality record requires catalogers to do two things: 1 - stay current on 
industry standards and rules, 2 - employ sound judgement in determining what works 
best for their library, their system, and any others who may use the selected 
bibliographic records.



Where to find bibliographic records.

We have quite a few pre-existing records in our own catalog. We 
also have many libraries in our system that are submitting new 
records to be added on a regular basis. So it makes sense to search 
our own collection first before moving on to other databases.

The majority of items can be found by their universal product code 
or UPC code. Books have their own barcodes with a corresponding 
international standard book number or ISBN number. These UPC 
and ISBN numbers are often referred to as standard numbers and
can be found in the 020-029 fields of the bibliographic record.

If no results appear in Carl, other databases to search are Skyriver, 
WISCAT, and Worldcat (See next page for more information). Each 
allows the searching of UPC and ISBN numbers without the added 
dashes.

If a search in these databases still produces zero results you can try 
searching by title or author; but the results may lead you to an item 
of a different format or edition.

If you still can’t find a record to match your standard number 
please submit a request at the Cataloging help desk. Also include 
any information that you’d judge to be helpful in making a new 
record.



Available databases
• Skyriver: After searching Carl for a record, the next place to look is Skyriver. Previously with the Sierra ILS, 

libraries used the remote z39.50 function to search for records. With Carl you can now use the Skyriver 
client, which will provide you with more search options and results than the remote option had in the past. 
If your library does not have a terminal with the Skyriver client, ask your director or supervisor for 
permission to download it from here: SkyRiver Cataloging Client. Then contact OWLS for the username and 
password.

• WISCAT: This database comprises records from all Wisconsin library systems along with parts of MN and IA. 
It has gone through several changes recently and in the past we have asked libraries to add WISCAT records 
to designated folders but due to several updates, this method is no longer available. You will now be able to 
indicate via a cataloging request that a suitable record exists in WISCAT. You can search WISCAT here: 
WISCAT Search. The login: owls and password: hoot, are still the same.

• Amazon: Amazon has the ability to search books and other items via their standard number. While the book 
size and page count are not always accurate the site is a good option for locating basic book information. 
The cataloging request page also allows catalogers to submit a link from Amazon or other webpage that 
might have useful book information.

• WorldCat: This is a database owned and managed by OCLC. All records in the database are subjected to 
rigorous cataloging standards but anyone can search the database for free. However, records in the catalog 
are from public, special and academic libraries from around the world. Meaning that the records found may 
have different attributes than those in public libraries. Also, many libraries have their catalogs behind proxy 
servers or firewalls which can make record searching frustrating and time consuming.

http://bigsky.iii.com/iii/skyserv/app/download?file=installskyriver-3.9.exe
https://www.wiscat.net/?cid=stwi&lid=XC79


Things to look for once you’ve selected a record.
Skyriver and WISCAT are databases we share with other systems. Even though we all may follow the 
same cataloging standards, other systems may have different rules when it comes to how they use 
the records in their own database and because of this we have to make sure those rules do not 
conflict with ours when selecting records.

Multiple formats to the same bibliographic record - You will sometimes see the standard number 
or ISBN for a hardcover book and a paperback in the same bib record. Our system will only do this if 
each version is within +/- 3 pages or +/- 2 cm of the other version.

zISBNs in a record - When searching by standard number in Skyriver and WISCAT, records may be
returned that are not the correct format. Upon examining the record you’ll find the letter « z » in 
front of your number. One reason for this is because some systems will list the ISBNs for other
formats in one record to make future orders easier. We remove all z-ISBNS when we see them.

Info in the 260/264 and 300 fields - Confirm that the publishing info in the 260 or 264 field matches 
your item. Also confirm that the page number and book size match your item. This info can be
missing because some records are created before the physical copy reaches the library.

If the record you found is not a good one, please submit a cat request.



• The CARL•X ILS is somewhat different than other ILS software that staff may not be 
used to, especially catalogers. The software employs data elements of a bibliographic 
record that are sometimes taken for granted in other systems. This creative and 
efficient use of the bibliographic record requires catalogers to have a proficient 
knowledge of cataloging standards and the software itself before creating or adding 
bibliographic records to the catalog. Due to these requirements of the CARL•X 
system, catalogers will have to increase their knowledge and proficiency in order to 
bring suitable records into the database for use.

• The following pages offer a few examples of records for some popular format types. 
Each format has distinct fields and other aspects that key a cataloger to 
know whether or not it is a good record.

• Not all records searched for will have the required elements necessary to be 
considered complete or even good. This is where a cataloger’s experience and 
judgement become a factor. With time, catalogers are expected to be able to 
determine whether a selected record meets the requirements necessary to be added 
to the catalog or decide that it is better to start afresh and make a new record.



Audiobooks
The important attributes of a good 
audiobook record are marked by 
the blue arrows.

007 field. All audiobook records 
should have one.

Confirm that the standard number 
in the 020 field (s) match your item.

The 300 field should have the same 
number of discs and length of 
recording as your item.

A good record should have a 650 or 
655 subject heading of audiobooks.



Blu-ray / DVD Combo
All Blu-ray/DVD combo records 
must have two 007 fields, two 538 
fields and the 300 field should 
indicate the same number of discs. 

The 007 fields and 538 fields 
contain specific information 
regarding the DVD and Blu-ray 
formats.

Many libraries split Blu-ray/DVD 
combo packs, and creating records 
for them can be difficult and time 
consuming. As a result you will 
often find “modified” records in 
databases that look somewhat like 
a combo record and somewhat like 
a DVD or Blu-ray record.

If you cannot find a record with the 
required fields, submit a cataloging 
request and OWLS staff will create 
one for you.



Large Print
After matching your ISBN number(s) a 
large print record should have a 650 or 
655 field with the subject heading “large 
type books.” 

If page numbers have been entered in 
the 300 field then (large print) should be 
in the line after the listed pages.



Example of a bad record
A search was performed for an 
audiobook record. The audiobook 
number is displayed in the first 020 
field but with a “z” in front of it. The 
record is actually for a hardcover 
book but is still an incomplete and 
bad record for a number of reasons.

The leader or 008 field info displayed 
marks the book as non-fiction and 
large print.

This record is not RDA, there are no 
page numbers, no summary info and 
has one bad subject heading

This record is most likely a modified 
vendor or placeholder record a library 
created specifically for their item.

We do not bring incomplete records 
into the system, so if you see a record 
like is the only result of your search, 
please submit a cat request and we 
will make a complete record.


